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INTERVIEWEE: ___________Peter Spendelow__________________________ 
Interviewer: _____________Angie Yzaguirre___________________________ 
Date: ________________November 17, 2009__________________ 
Location of Interview: _______________DEQ, Downtown Portland_____________________ 
Research Assistant: _____________Patrick Fausel_________________________ 
Interview Series:  SUSTAINING NORTHWEST LANDSCAPES & COMMUNITIES 
Recording Equipment:  DIGITAL RECORDER (WINDOWS MEDIA AUDIO FILE) WITH AN 
              EXTERNAL, OMNIDIRECTIONAL MICROPHONE 
 
Time          Notes 
0:45 Education 
1:15 Bottle Bill/ why he came to the west coast. 
2:35 What are you most notable accomplishments at DEQ? 
3:10 Metro—requirements  
4:20 Dealing with Metro 
4:50 Pushing Metro to attain their goals 
5:20  Challenges? E.g. used oil 
6:40 Used Oil task force (challenge) 
7:35 “Comingled” recycling bin—challenges with sorting.  Some recyclables going into 
landfills. 
10:20 How is sorting done? 
11:50 Oregon Bottle Bill—1971  
13:15 2007 Bottle Bill to add Water Bottles 
14:10 Where should recycling’s responsibility be placed? 
15:00 Ontario—Industry pays 
15:50 Electronics recycling 
17:00 Industry programs have not had huge success 
17:30 Electronics Industry difficulty w/recycling responsibility on Industry 
 
Time             Notes 
18:30 How does your job help recycling/sustainability? 
19:00 Recycling: more important on reduction of virgin material use side 
21:00 Sustainability? 
22:00 Personal definition of sustainability? (future generations, etc.) 
22:30 Portland? Where is it in overall sustainability culture? 
23:10 The implications of Cat Litter 
25:40 NW Veg(etarian) Earth Save group 
27:30 NW Veg: Environmental motives, Health motives, Treatment of animals motives 
28:15 NW Veg and DEQ—how do they relate as far as your work experience at the two? 
30:15  Work at NW veg—how does it impact sustainability? 
31:05 Livestock=produce 18% of greenhouse gases  
32:00 Livestock industry—how damaging it is—global warming, sustainability, etc. 
34:00 Vegetarian Lifestyle 
35:00 How do you see the future of you career? 
36:00 Job is fun. Probably will continue through normal retirement age and also continue 
work with NW veg beyond that as well. 
37:00 Plans toward sustainability? 
37:00 Industry often has most success 
39:00 Recycling to reduce environmental impacts 
40:40 Conclusion 
40:50 Talk Peter gave at Pacific University 
41:20 Paper or Plastic at grocery store?—not the issue.  What matters is what buy to put 
in that bag.  Nw veg work. 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
